
Meeting Resolution Date: 26.03.2020 

The online meeting is held on 26.03.2020 due to lockdown for COVID 19. After detail 

discussion the following resolution have been taken by the members, the name of the members 

is given below: 

Members present ~ . 

1. Prof. (Dr) Nandan BhattacharyYa Panskur/Jincipa/. · 
(Auroanama/, College 

(Principal & Chairman, IQAC) NOMous, r-, 

2. Dr. Biswaranjan Ghorai (Member) J'.(, ~ 
3. Mr. Ramendranath Ghosh (Member) <:}jfr..,- .,. { 
4. Dr. Tapas Monda! (Member) \~ 

• ~i.") 
5. Dr. Mrityunjoy Das (Member) ~ _ · ~ 

6. Dr. Sugata Sen (Member) ~ 
7. Dr. Tuhin Kar (Member) } ('_{:¥ 
8. Dr. Badshah Ghosh (Member) ~ 
9. Dr. Sirshendu Maity (Member) Y1~ t\.((i) 
10. Mr. Nanda Mishra (Alumni Member) ~ 

Resolution 1: By viewing the increasing status of COY 19 infection, the Govt. of west Bengal 

notify to close all the academic institution for 15 days. The members opined that if this situation 

continues for long time the some measures should be taken to continue the academic activities 

of the college for the benefit of the students. 

Resolution 2: If the disease continues for long time the institute should take measures for 

academic purpose. 

1. Opening of Whatsapp group of the students semester wise in all the departments 

2. Initially, study materials and other information should provide the students through this 

group. 

3. Faculty member of all the departments should take initiatives in this situation by regular 

contact with the students. 

4. Teachers should aware the students regarding the precautions taken during this period 

following guideline of WHO and Dept. of Health, Govt. oflndia and West Bengal 

Resolution 3: It is requested in the meeting that to upgrade our college online software system 

(student portal) should be upgraded and it will be more user friendly. So that the student will 

get information's, study materials and e-contents for their study. Without it, the students can 

also submit their assignments through the portal. Now, the principal is requested to tale 

necessary steps for upgrading the existing software system of the college. 

M- ·. 
Principal 

Panskura Banamali College 
(AUTONOMOUS) 

(LJy ~ . 


